
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recent British Canoeing Consultation  
with English Clubs  
 
On behalf of British Canoeing I would like to thank those members and non-members who 
responded to the recent consultation around club matters in England.  
 
1. The Response 

We received around 450 electronic responses to the survey, which presented a wide range 
of views and opinions and included many thoughtful comments relating to each of the 
proposals. In addition to this we also received feedback directly from 48 clubs through face 
to face discussions from 32 consultation events that we ran around the country in 
November and December 2019.  
 
It has been good to see such a high level of engagement from clubs and paddlers to these 
proposals and we are currently reviewing the responses. We will publish the key themes, 
together with an analysis of the findings on our website before Easter. We will also be 
sharing this directly with clubs. 
 
From an initial review, it is evident that several of the proposals are supported by the 
majority of individuals/clubs, some require a little more refinement and clarification, and 
two in particular are more contentious and need further consideration. 
 
2. Progressing with some proposals 

Acting on the feedback from this consultation we are proposing to take steps to refine 
proposals 1,3,4,5,6,7,8,10 and 11 based on the feedback and to introduce these when the 
time is right, ensuring that there is further engagement with clubs as necessary and that all 
timelines are sensible and manageable. 
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3. Two Proposals Causing Concern  

There are two proposals which require further discussion (Proposals 2 & 9). 
 
Proposal 2  Club Associate Membership 
 
There are around 25,000 members of clubs in England who are not members of British 
Canoeing.  
 
The proposal seeks to recognise these club members as English Club Associate Members of 
British Canoeing. This principle was widely supported within the English membership 
consultation (which took place in 2018) when this new category of membership was 
introduced last year. Club officials welcomed the idea that their club members were better 
recognised and informed. We currently have more than 1,000 Club Associate Members 
registered with us and a small number of clubs have engaged in a pilot project and 
embraced this opportunity. 

A relationship with British Canoeing already exists to support clubs and their members. As 
part of the club affiliation process, each affiliated club in England pays British Canoeing a fee 
for each Club Associate member annually (£2.20 for seniors and £1.20 for juniors). This 
payment purchases 3rd party liability cover at a discounted rate for each club member as 
part of the British Canoeing block cover. 

It is now proposed to extend this relationship into a category of membership and for each 
club members’ name, email address and date of birth to be shared with British Canoeing in 
order to; 
 

 Register and recognise them as a Club Associate Member of British Canoeing  

 Enable us to more accurately verify the numbers with our insurance company 

 Open up a channel of communication between the club members and British 

Canoeing, responding to the challenge we often hear, that the average club member 

knows little about British Canoeing and the opportunities and support available to 

them 

 Ensure Club Associate Members fully understand the entitlements and limitations of 

this category of membership, particularly in relation to the insurance cover and 

waterways licences 

 Provide at least one member benefit to Club Associate Members (for example 

extend either the Cotswold or Halfords discount benefit or something similar) 

 
We are aware that clubs may be required to make changes to their own governance 
documents and data agreements with their members before making this data available to  
British Canoeing. We will, of course, work with clubs to provide templates and advice to 
assist clubs with this process. Once members are registered, any Club Associate Member 
will easily be able to set their own communication preferences. It will be the individual’s 
choice as to whether they receive the Club Associate member news, which has content  



 

 

 
 
 
designed to support club paddler’s interests and share knowledge of opportunities available 
to them. 
 
We are able to confirm that all of our members’ personal data is stored within a data centre 
which is fully accredited including ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and ISO 27001. In response to 
several questions we have received, we are also able to confirm that British Canoeing has 
never and would never consider sharing our members’ data or ‘selling’ it to other parties as 
a source of revenue. 
 
It is clear that this proposal requires further discussion with clubs and their members and 
we will continue to engage in these discussions over the next 12 months.  
 
Proposal 9  Coaching, Leadership and Instructing Qualifications 
 
Proposal 9 produced the most responses in the survey. We received around 400 comments 
sharing concerns around any proposals which would require all club coaches, leaders and 
instructors to hold a formal qualification. 
 
During the past 3 years, many clubs and coaches have requested that we provide greater 
clarity around what constitutes a qualified coach and how and when coaches are insured by 
British Canoeing if they do not hold a formal qualification. 
 
Our Liability Insurance Policy states that all coaches must be qualified and this currently 
includes "qualified by experience" when the coaching activity supports a club session. In 
order to be recognised under this exemption “qualified by experience” the club member 
must formally be recognised by the club committee and the decision recorded. 
 
We recognise that this guidance hasn’t changed in many years and that as a matter of good 
practice it is important that we review this policy principle. In so doing we should consider 
that; 
 

 There are many activities being run safely by very experienced paddlers who do not 

hold formal qualifications and who fall into this category 

 We need to define more clearly what constitutes activities such as peer paddling and 

what falls into leadership or coaching  

 The provision of being deemed to be qualified by experience without formal 

assessment is very unusual, if not unique, within national governing bodies of sport 

 There is no clarity in an agreed process of how a club in England can assess and 

recognise competence. This is known to vary considerably from club to club 

 Several clubs have expressed unease about their ability to manage this process and 

that the responsibility sits uncomfortably with the club committee 

 Many coaches/leaders who are deemed qualified by experience are likely not to be 

full members of British Canoeing  



 

 

 
 
 

 These coaches and leaders who are not full members of British Canoeing are 

operating with the insurance of British Canoeing but have paid only £2.20 as a club 

member for 3rd party liability insurance, compared to those coaches who are 

qualified and registered and who pay the full membership fee 

 In these cases British Canoeing will have no record of the coach/leader and is unable 

to communicate with these coaches and leaders and share coaching updates 

 In addition the governing body will have no knowledge of whether the coach or 

leader has undertaken safeguarding training, first aid or safety and rescue training 

and whether any of these are updated on a regular basis 

 Over 12,000 coaches hold formal qualifications within England  

 The qualifications have all been reviewed or are being reviewed to be completed by 

2021. They have all changed significantly since 2016. They are more specific than 

previously, require fewer pre requisites and allow suitably experienced candidates to 

go straight to assessment. All of these factors make them quicker and cheaper to 

complete for the majority of coaches/leaders  

 
It is clear that this proposal requires further discussion with clubs, coaches and leaders. In 
light of the feedback we have received, we are not proposing to take any further actions 
until this matter has been explored and discussed much more fully. 
 
4. In Summary – Next Steps 

 
We have welcomed the feedback that we have received. It is our intention to engage more 
fully in further consultation to consider these two proposals (proposals 2 & 9) over the next 
12 months.  
 
5. Developing the next strategic plan for British Canoeing 2021-2025 

 

Due to the Corona Virus, British Canoeing has had to postpone the Future Strategic Plan 
Regional Workshops which were due to take place over the next 6 weeks. We plan to 
reorganise these for October 2020 and we will also shortly announce plans for a series of 
digital conferences around the future strategy. 
 
We are still looking to engage clubs in discussions around the consultation, and any further 
feedback and suggestions can be sent to clubs@britishcanoeing.org.uk  
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 

David Joy 
CEO, British Canoeing 
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